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Fortress Cartier has not lost its power to amaze me: a city within a city; a community of almost 1,000 employees in the

middle of Paris; the heart of a global empire boasting over 2,000 points of sale, a half-million yearly watch production,

and Johann Rupert-only-knows how many pens, rings, bracelets, parures, pendants, key rings, cufflinks, belts, buckles,

bags, earrings, eau de cologne and tiaras.

If I obeyed my own rules of snobbish exclusivity, I should have turned my back on Cartier years ago. Happily, rules are

made to be broken – especially the ones I set myself – and I have given up being surprised by Cartier’s capacity to create

things that excite me, while simultaneously hitting just the right notes to clean up in the global luxury market. Cartier

is one of the very few brands that manage at once to embrace airport luxury and the sort of rarefied trinkets that tickle

my rather jaded fancy. After all, the job of a luxury brand is to create items you never knew you wanted, but which,

once you saw them, you would kill to own. It is a job that Cartier manages rather well. And one of the instruments with

which it achieves this is the Collection Privée Cartier Paris.

Collection Privée Cartier Paris
showcases the finest timepieces 
to emerge from the Richemont
giant’s ateliers
Nicholas Foulkes

Crème

A tourbillon, perpetual calendar, monopusher
chronograph and week-long power reserve all furnish
the latest addition to Collection Privée Cartier Paris
(CPCP), ‘Rotonde de Cartier à Grande Complication’
(limited to 10 pieces, POA). Note the mirror-finish ‘C’
tourbillon bridge; the stirrup-shaped C is a motif that
recurs throughout CPCP.



This year, I am delighted to see the Cloche watch revived:
with its distinctive stirrup-shaped outline, it is one of the
gems that glints as brightly today as 85 years ago.
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I am by no means a fan of every watch in the

Collection Privée, but every year there is at least

one - often more than one - that is a true classic;

either a re-scaled archive piece or a reinterpretation

of a classic.

Keeping it classic
In an age where everyone seems intent on making

one believe that they and they alone are a true

manufacture, doing everything from farming their

own alligators for straps to mining the minerals

and making their own glass, it is a mark of Cartier’s

confidence that it is happy, even proud, to tell its

customers where each movement comes from. 

Simple movements are sourced from the various

manufactures within the Richemont Group, 

videlicet Piaget and Jaeger-LeCoultre. Complicated

movements, ranging from the one that powers the

remake of the classic Twenties jump-hour ‘digital’

Tank à Guichets to the decidedly 21st-century

Tortue XL tourbillon, are sourced from the most

appropriate supplier, including Piaget and Jaeger 

as well as Girard-Perregaux, Audemars Piguet’s

R&D arm Renaud & Papi, and those developed by

Cartier itself.

In part, Collection Privée was a rationalisation of

existing watches. Some, such as the Tank Obus

with its bullet-shaped lugs had been available with

a transparent back typical of Collection Privée

before the Collection Privée was announced while

another, the twin-crown, two-time-zone Tank

Cintrée had been around since 1990. Among the

first pieces to be issued as Collection Privée per se

was the Tortue, and in various permutations, this

‘tortoise’ shape, dating from 1912, has been the

best-selling watch of the Collection Privée during

1999, 2000, 2003, 2004 and 2005.

It is testimony to the perfection of many earlier

Cartier designs that there is simply no need to

rework the designs, merely to resize them for the

current market tastes. In this, Cartier is doing no

more than following a tradition that has existed in

the maison since it made its first wristwatch for

Parisian playboy-aviator Alberto Santos-Dumont. 

QP is proud to be the first with an exclusive preview of the Cloche – Cartier’s dramatic new
addition to Collection Privée, billed for unveiling at this year’s Salon International de la Haute
Horlogerie (SIHH). Changing nothing but the size (15% increase), it revives a model from 1922
designed to emulate a stirrup.
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Hit parade
Old Cartier watches are the ultimate expression of the jeweller as

watchmaker: ordinary movements powering two-handed watches,

which are elevated to the sublime thanks to innovative, exquisite

case and dial design. My favourite vintage pieces are by Cartier

London and were made in the 1960s: the elongated Maxi Oval

(or Baignoire Allongée as it is known today), the Crash and other

exotic shapes that defy conventional nomenclature, with hand-

painted dials, hand-cut glass and handmade gold cases.

But there are many branches of study open to the lover of vintage

Cartier; the company has such a rich history of working with

shaped cases, and the fact that it buys-back old pieces, refurbishes

them and offers them for sale at its own boutiques is testimony 

to the demand, as is the steep rise over recent years in vintage

Cartier’s auction value. The sort of money that used to buy a nice

London Cartier a few years ago would now only just cover the

cost of a dilapidated watch in need of almost total restoration. 

It was therefore with typical farsightedness that in 1998, Cartier

initiated the Collection Privée, a highly exclusive greatest-hits

collection, updated annually. A sort of remixed and remastered

‘Now That’s What I Call Vintage Cartier’.

Beyond confection
The Cartier we know today is the invention of Robert Hocq and

Alain Dominique Perrin, who created the Must de Cartier concept

to sell a new design of lighter, oval in profile with longitudinal

godrons. Those of us who are old enough will remember the 

Cartier aesthetic of those days – a sort of glitzy confection of

mirrored surfaces, claret-coloured leather and gold. 

Since then, the world has changed and Cartier has changed with it.

Given that the use of tobacco is no longer as socially acceptable

as it was, one would have difficulty predicating a global luxury

brand on lighters and increasingly watches have become the

mainstay of the Cartier business. The first indication of how big

Cartier watches would become was during the late Seventies and

early Eighties, when the Santos on metal bracelet, particularly

the bi-colour version, challenged the supremacy of Rolex as

wrist-candy of choice on the St Mortiz–St Tropez axis. 

But as well as the jet-set success of the Santos, there was also 

a growing interest in watchmaking of a higher level and Cartier

reflected this with its Louis Cartier collection – watches with

solid-gold cases (it must be remembered that vermeil cases 

were offered on the majority of Must de Cartier watches) and

mechanical movements (quartz movements were of course

almost de rigueur in the Seventies). The watches featured in the

Collection Louis Cartier included both classic and contemporary

models including the Ceinture, the Santos, the Ellipse, the

Baignoire, the Vendome (a round watch), Cristallor, Tank Normale,

Gondole and the watch colloquially known as the Bamboo.

The Collection Louis Cartier of 1973 was the father of the

Collection Privée, which since its introduction in the late 1990s

has represented the ultimate expression of Cartier watchmaking.

In the early Seventies,
there was a growing
interest in watchmaking
of a higher level and
Cartier reflected this
with 1973’s Collection
Louis Cartier – watches
with solid-gold cases and
mechanical movements
(vermeil and quartz
normally being the 
order of the day back
then). ‘Louis Cartier’ 
was father to today’s
‘Privée’, and included 
the Ceinture (left), 
the Vendôme (centre)
and Cristallor (right).
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At the simpler end of the new Rotonde
line to the grand complication is this
Grande Date model (£10,400 in pink 
gold, £11,200 in white).

Tank Asymétrique in yellow gold, sadly
destined to be discontinued from CPCP this
April (£9,600). This quirky piece has
undergone several reincarnations over the
years, establishing itself as a classic and
therefore a prime candidate for CPCP revival.

Privée runs to about 3,000 pieces a year in

total. To become a best-seller, a watch need

only sell between 300 and 500 worldwide;

between one and two watches at each of

the 300 locations around the globe where

Collection Privée is available. And certain

watches such as the re-edition of the

original Santos and the Tank Cintrée (the

curvilinear rectangular watch that fathered

the hugely popular Tank Americaine) barely

reach 100. These are tiny numbers and

Cartier intends to keep it that way. 

“When clients come into the boutiques 

to buy Collection Privée they are asking how

many pieces of the model will be made,”

explains the fragrant Mme Poulit-Duquesne,

“and we have seen Collection Privée

pieces at auction where they have

performed well, with one particular Tortue

selling for 30% more at auction than one

still in the collection.” The difference in

price was accounted for by the model

having the same function but a different

movement to current production.

It is exactly this sort of behaviour at

auction that shows Collection Privée is

working. From a marketing point of view,

It is testimony to the perfection of many earlier
Cartier designs that there is simply no need 
to rework the designs; merely to resize them
for the current market tastes.

Tank à Vis with hour and 
date apertures (£13,400), 
inspired by the water-resistant 
Tank of 1931, which was 
distinguished from the classic 
Tank by a screwed-down bezel. 
The current movement, calibre 
9902 MC, is from Cartier’s 
own workshop. (Photo: 
C. Cournut © Cartier)

(Right) A big favourite of the author’s is the Tank
Chinoise from 2004, inspired by a model from 1922
that echoed the aesthetics of a pagoda, in art-deco
style. (Now discontinued, but originally retailed for
£7,200 in pink gold, £11,750 for platinum.)

Take for example the Tank Asymétrique, which appeared in last year’s

Collection Privée. Sometimes known as the Parallelogram or ‘Losange’ – a

typically whimsical Cartier with 12 o’clock appearing in the top left-hand

corner of the dial and 6 o’clock in the bottom right – the watch dates back

as far as 1936, when at least two variants were available: one with two

‘brancards’ lugs at either end of the case, the other with a third lug in the

middle of each case edge, necessitating a strap with a notched end. The

design for this watch was updated in the late 1950s to include a fourth

lug on each end, then reworked again by Cartier London in 1965 resulting

in a slimmed-down two-lug model. The Asymétrique appeared again in

1995 and 1996, then in a limited run commemorating the firm’s 150th

anniversary in 1997. Its most recent reappearance was last year in a

triple-lug variant, evoking one of the 1930s incarnations, but rescaled for

today’s taste.

Keeping it collectable
What is remarkable is the impact of Collection Privée in proportion to its

production. If Helene Poulit-Duquesne, Cartier’s delightful Directrice Marketing

Developpement Horlogerie is telling the truth, production of the Collection
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First issued in 1998, this Tortue monopusher chronograph has been produced in
about 200 pieces per year ever since, reviving a model first made in 1928. The
column-wheel movement was originally developed for Cartier by François-Paul
Journe, when he worked for THA (Techniques Horlogères Appliquées), and it 
is now manufactured and assembled by Cartier. (Photo: C. Cournut © Cartier)

(Bottom) Still available from Collection Privée, this Tonneau XL with two time-
zones. Despite its size, the curved form wraps nicely around the wrist. A case 
shape that first appeared in 1906, this particular model launched in 2005 is 
most similar to a model from 1910 (£10,400 in pink gold, £11,200 in white gold).

(Below) Driving each time-zone on the Tonneau XL are two 9770 MC calibres,
made for Cartier by Jaeger-LeCoultre. The two Richemont maisons first united
seperately in 1907, with Edmond Jaeger signing a contract that guaranteed
exclusivity of his chronometer production to the Cartier brothers. 
Note the interlocking double-C pattern decorating the bridges.



it keeps the collectors happy and shows

that contemporary Cartier has a potential

to achieve the highly collectable status

of pieces from the past, while nostalgics,

among whom I count myself, are just

happy to see designs of the past reborn

for the present. For example, this year 

I am delighted to see the Cloche watch

revived: 15% bigger than the original 

of 1922, with its distinctive bell or

stirrup-shaped outline, it is one of the

gems of horological design that glints as

brightly today as 85 years ago. Collection

Privée also gives Cartier the chance to

address the market requirement for 

large and small complications, from

tourbillon to day/night indicator.

Therefore, alongside the simple Cloche 

at April’s SIHH salon, the weighty

Rotonde Grande Complication will be

presented, no doubt pleasing the more

contemporary collector.

Doubtless inspired by Collection Privée,

Cartier has recently commissioned a

lavishly illustrated and exhaustively

researched book about its watches from

French publisher Flamarrion. As I turned

the pages with the delectable Mme

Poulit-Duquesne, she told me that it

amounted to a catalogue raissonnée of

Cartier’s horological oeuvre.

You can therefore imagine my satisfaction

when I drew up the cuff of my Emma Willis

shirt to show an etiolated octagonal

London Cartier with brushed sloping

bezel, lugs hidden deep within the case. 

A trifle too disingenuously, I asked on

which page this watch might be found,

but after much riffling, we established

that this otherwise exemplary book had

omitted to include my esoteric timepiece.

I look forward to seeing it in future

editions of this fine volume and would

also like to see it accorded the honour 

of a revival in Cartier’s Collection 

Privée, rescaled by, say, 15% to suit

contemporary tastes. �

(Left) A larger version of a 1997 re-issue, the Tank à Guichets (pink gold, £16,000) is a modern version of Cartier’s original ‘montre sans aiguilles’ from 1928.
Calibre 9752 MC is produced by Piaget’s facility, and features jump hours and continuous seconds. The complexity of the movement lies in the great precision
required when the energy required for the hour disc’s 30° ‘jump’ is suddenly released. Note the blued regulator assembly in the shape of Cartier’s ‘C’.

(Right) First appearing in 2005, the Tortue XL Tourbillon Chronograph’s movement is the world’s first watch to combine a monopusher chrono’ with a tourbillon.
Audemars Piguet’s R&D wing, Renaud & Papi developed the unique calibre 9431 MC specially for Cartier (£115,850 in pink gold, £123,850 in platinum). 
R&P also makes Cartier’s minute-repeater movements.

Further information: Tel: 020 8080 0330, www.cartier.com
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The Tank Louis
Cartier Noctambule
(£9,600) – a unique
skeletonised piece
presented and sold
the same day at the
SIHH fair in 2006.


